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INTRODUCTION
In identifying potential locations for new Energy from Waste (“EfW”) facilities, development activity continues to
primarily focus on brownfield land associated with former heavy industries which offer the lowest planning risk.
But, as additional EfW capacity is built out, such locations are increasingly distant from those areas of Great
Britain with greatest remaining need for additional Residual Waste treatment capacity (generally the south of
England). As a result, developers are assessing the potential to “level up” the Residual Waste market by
transporting significant tonnages of waste from source to these distant treatment facilities.
This report identifies the opportunities and challenges associated with using the rail network to transport
Residual Waste. It provides an in-depth review of the rail freight sector, including its structure and key
participants, and discusses the key operational and commercial issues which need to be addressed when
considering a potential procurement of a rail freight solution.
Tolvik has collaborated with Suki Mattu in the production of this report. Suki has worked in senior development
roles in the rail freight sector for over 15 years and led many projects delivering rail freight solutions across a
wide range of industrial sectors.
The report has been compiled on an independent basis using our own knowledge based on our ongoing
discussions with the industry and desktop analysis of a wide range of public data sources. Information, including
commercial analysis, is generic and not to be relied upon. Any developer considering a rail freight solution needs
to conduct their own project specific analysis and engage further with independent rail consultants or directly
with a Freight Operating Company.
As in previous Tolvik reports, Residual Waste is defined as non-hazardous, solid, combustible mixed waste
which remains after recycling activities and is capable of being processed alongside Residual Household Waste.
Copies of this report can be downloaded via www.tolvik.com
Third parties are entitled to use extracts of the report, subject to appropriately acknowledging its source.
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1.

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS


There is increased interest in the potential to “level up” the Residual Waste market in Great Britain
by moving significant tonnages of Residual Waste from source (often in the South of England) to
rail served treatment facilities in the North.



The focus of this report is upon Residual Waste. In 2019 it is estimated that around 1.6 Mt (c. 6%)
of Residual Waste was transported on the rail network, representing a very small proportion (c1.3%)
of all rail freight movements.



The Government is keen to promote the increased use of rail freight. Substantial Government
investment is planned to increase rail capacity across a number of high profile schemes. High Speed
2 (HS2) aims to improve the connectivity between the North and the South, whilst planned
enhancements by Transport for North (TfN) include upgrading TransPennine services and
increasing electrification of the line from Liverpool through to West Yorkshire.



Rail freight offers potential commercial benefits where sufficient tonnages of Residual Waste are to
be transported over long distances. Critical to realising these benefits is a high degree of asset
utilisation across the entire rail “supply chain”.



Access to suitable, rail served, Waste Transfer Facilities (WTFs) is the key to developing an
economically viable rail solution. The few existing rail linked WTFs either serve ongoing services or
have been left idle for some years.



Historically Residual Waste has been transported in 20’ ISO containers. Such solutions are capitally
expensive with relatively high operating costs. Moving to a rail freight model based on baled
Residual Waste has the potential to not only offer a greater number of possible locations for WTFs,
but to also provide greater operational flexibility and lower cost.



Potential rail freight solutions are site specific and dependent on factors such as loading gauge,
service length / weight and rail path availability. In congested parts of the rail network, particularly
in the South, rail path availability is dependent on the competing demands of passenger services.



Many in the rail freight sector are hoping the expected impact of changed working patterns as a
result of COVID-19 will lead to reduced passenger train congestion, particularly in and out of
London, and result in an increase in the availability of rail paths for freight. Clearly it is too soon to
draw any firm conclusions.



According to Government data, rail freight directly reduces CO2 emissions by up to 76% when
compared with road transport – suggesting that for the same environmental impact Residual Waste
can be transported 3 times further by rail than road. As a result the carbon impact associated with
transport for a typical large EfW sourcing waste from across a 2 hour drive time Catchment Area
would be roughly equivalent to the same tonnage of Residual Waste being transported from London
to south Yorkshire by rail.



There is scope for rail freight to further improve its carbon footprint. Whilst bulk freight sites, including
current WTFs, are rarely linked to the electrified network, hybrid, biofuel, battery and hydrogen
powered locomotives are being considered where electrification is not practicable.



Over longer distances, at £25-£50/t including transfer costs, the actual operating cost per tonne for
rail freight can be competitive with road haulage over a similar distance. To date the challenge has
often been the substantial capital investment associated with purpose built WTF and rail specific
assets. If a baled waste solution can be developed, such capital costs could reduce significantly.



Self evidently, any future Government actions which impact on the relative economics of road vs
rail (e.g. direct road charging, rail subsidies etc) have the potential to materially improve the overall
competitiveness of rail.
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2.
2.1

RAIL FREIGHT AND WASTE IN CONTEXT
Waste and Rail Freight

Waste currently moved on the rail freight network can be classified into three main categories:


Residual Waste - generally in closed containers to EfWs;



Inert Waste - generally inactive non-hazardous construction and demolition type waste
including soils from major excavation projects sent to landfill sites, and



Specialist Waste - including glass, incinerator bottom ash (“IBA”) and contaminated track
ballasts, most of which is conveyed in open top rail wagons to specialist treatment sites.

The focus of this report is upon Residual Waste. In 2019 it is estimated that around 1.6 Million tonnes (“Mt”) of
Residual Waste was transported on the rail network, representing approximately 0.2bn tonne kms of the 16.6bn
tonne kms (or just over 1.3%) of all rail freight movements in Great Britain.
So whilst the 1.6Mtpa of Residual Waste moved on rail was around 6% of all Residual Waste generated in the
UK, Residual Waste is currently only a very small proportion of overall rail freight movements in Great Britain.
Rail freight movements peaked in 2013/14 at 22.7bn tonne kms, and despite increases in some commodities
(intermodal and construction, mainly) the overall tonnage moved by rail has reduced due to the huge reductions
in coal used by UK power stations. It is no coincidence that a number of EfW developers are looking to develop
former rail served coal power station sites.

UK Rail Freight Trends
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Figure 1: Rail Freight movements by commodity, in net bn tonne kms

2.2

Source: ORR

UK Experience of Rail Freight and Residual Waste

Residual Waste has been transported by rail in the UK for over 40 years. This was primarily to move waste from
inner cities without local EfWs and/or landfill capacity to distant landfills.
Residual Waste was transported by rail by Greater London Council (subsequently to be North London, East
London and West London Waste Authorities), by Avon County Council (including the cities of Bath and Bristol),
Greater Manchester County and Edinburgh City Council’s.
The majority of the Residual Waste was containerised and transported to large, rail served landfill sites in
Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire, North East Lincolnshire and also on the east coast of Scotland.
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Waste compacted into 20' ISO
style containers at a Rail
linked Waste Transfer Facility

Transportation of containers
on flat wagons hauled by
diesel locomotive

Unloading of ISO containers at
landfill/EfW where containers
are tipped, releasing waste

Containers loaded back to rail
wagons and transported back
to WTF, completing circuit

Figure 2: Traditional closed-circuit loop for Residual Waste transportation by rail

Between 2008 and 2013 three larger Waste Disposal Authorities (Greater Manchester, Merseyside, and West
London) awarded new long term (25 year+) Residual Waste contracts to Viridor and Suez led joint ventures.
These contracts each included the development of rail specific handling equipment needed to transport
substantial tonnages of Residual Local Authority Collected Waste (“LACW”) by rail for final treatment at newly
constructed EfWs outside the authority area.
For these projects the required rail infrastructure was consented, constructed and now being operated under
long term contracts involving substantial annual tonnages of Residual LACW. As a result the significant capital
expenditure (and additional operating costs) have been able to be amortised over a significant total tonnage, so
mitigating some of the potential commercial challenges discussed later in this report.
There are currently 4 operational EfWs (Runcorn, Severnside, Wilton 11 and Greatmoor) and 1 landfill (Roxby)
in Great Britain that received regular deliveries of Residual Waste by rail in 2019/20. These are each supported
by Waste Transfer Facilities (“WTF”) with direct access to rail sidings for loading operations.

EfW
Landfill
Residual WTF

Figure 3: Sites receiving Residual Waste by rail in 2019, and associated WTFs
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Site

Site
Operator

Rail / Total
Inputs, 2019
kt

Source

Rail Waste
Transfer
Facilities

Freight
Operating
Company

Runcorn EfW

Viridor

335 / 962

LACW from Greater
Manchester

4 operated by
Suez

Freightliner

Severnside EfW

Suez

297 / 397

LACW from West
London

2 operated by
Suez

DB Cargo

Wilton 11 EfW

Suez

397 / 448

LACW from Merseyside

1 operated by
Suez

DB Cargo

Greatmoor EfW

FCC

70 / 295

LACW from North
London

1 operated by
LondonEnergy

DB Cargo

Roxby landfill

Biffa

417 / 850

C&I Waste

Various operated
by Biffa

GB Railfreight

Figure 4: EfW & Landfill Sites receiving Residual Waste by rail in 2019

There are a number of other EfWs currently in operation or construction, which have the potential to be able to
be rail served.
These include (non-exhaustive list) Ferrybridge EfW which has unloading equipment already in place whilst
others (Rookery South EfW and Protos EfW) have main network rail infrastructure nearby, but require
additional connection, tracks and signalling before they could be mainline connected.
Examples of Residual C&I Waste being regularly moved by rail are currently understood to be limited to Biffa.
Biffa have a rail served landfill site and have identified rail movements of wastes to landfill as one of their climate
change initiatives with a target to transport 50% of their customers waste destined for landfill by rail by 2025
(currently 27%)1. The climate change considerations associated with the rail freight of waste are discussed in
Section 4.

2.3

International Experience

Just as in the UK, for many years a number of European countries have used rail to internally transport Residual
Waste. More recently, as Residual Waste markets have become international, Residual Waste is increasingly
being transported between countries.
A recent example is Geminor’s announcement that they
are officially establishing a new rail route for the transport
of baled Residual Waste from northern and central Italy to
Denmark.
The GB rail network is connected to mainland Europe via
the Channel tunnel rail link. Historic challenges such as
the high infrastructure and usage costs and rolling stock
interoperability have limited the growth of cross channel
freight opportunities.
However the last few years have seen inbound freight
services arriving through the tunnel from Spain and China.
Whether, given recent trends in declining exports of
Residual Waste from the UK, the use of the tunnel is
practical for low valued product such as Residual Waste
remains to be seen.

Figure 5: Bales of Residual Waste on covered wagon (H class)
Source: Geminor
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2.4

Rail Freight – The Basics

A freight train consists of a locomotive and wagons (“Rolling Stock”).
The number of wagons which a freight service can carry on the network on any particular flow (i.e. its payload)
is determined by ‘supply’ side features:





2.4.1

The total weight of the train – i.e. Rolling Stock plus payload;
The loading gauge;
The specifics of rail paths and timings;
Constraints at the railheads – both at the WTF and the EfW facility.

Traction, Rolling Stock and Containers

Currently, the Residual LACW services in Figure 4 are
operated by diesel locomotives using ‘flat’ wagons and
carrying 3 x 20’ waste containers as shown in Figures 6
and 7.
Flat wagons have differing operational characteristics,
including container connection locking systems/points
and wagon platform heights which the containers are
loaded to, known as the deck height.
Figure 6: Diesel-electric locomotive (Classes 66/70 or equivalent),
typically 21m in length
Figure 7: Flat wagons being loaded with waste containers (left) and Reinforced
20’ Waste ISO containers (below)

20’ waste containers have an unladen weight of 3.5 – 4.5 tonnes with a gross loaded weight of up to 20 tonnes.
Waste containers for rail use weigh more than conventional shipping containers due to required reinforcement
of the container sides to counter the physical forces generated during waste compaction. Payloads generally
range between 10 – 15 tonnes per container depending on the compaction arrangements and characteristics of
the Residual Waste being loaded. Pre-shredding Residual LACW can increase payloads by around 15-25%.
The weight of a waste train does not serve as a limiting factor to what can be carried on the rail network, but is
critical to the economics, as discussed in Section 5.
To put this into context, a 20 wagon train would carry c750 tonnes of Residual Waste. If operated as a 5 days a
week service it would deliver just under 200ktpa to an EfW.
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2.4.2

Loading Gauge

The loading gauge for a particular track sets out the maximum
permitted height and width that a locomotive and loaded wagons
can be. This includes the kinematic envelope of the rolling stock
which takes into account sway, tilt, track cant of the rolling stock
whilst in motion.
The loading gauge therefore restricts the height and width of rail
services which can travel on sections of railway track.

Figure 8: Static loading gauge profiles

2.4.3

Rail Paths and Timings

Across the UK rail network the working timetable (“WTT”) captures all movements including passenger services,
freight trains, empty trains and those coming in and out of maintenance depots. Movements, including the total
timings for the proposed train movements, are referred to as “train slots” or “rail paths” and must be agreed with
Network Rail. If late a train may well lose its rail path and will then be dependent on the availability of “ad hoc”
short term rail paths.
Historically Freight Operating Companies (“FOC”s) have undertaken the planning activities required to gain rail
paths and other track access rights via their track access agreement with Network Rail. More recently it has
been decided that High Speed 2 (“HS2”) (see Section 3.2), will directly acquire the rail paths via a third party
and then allocate these to FOCs by tendering for volume. This will allow HS2 to choose FOC providers.
Those FOCs with track access agreements with Network Rail, hold specific rights, policies and procedures
relating to the WTT. These rights and the certainty they provide are set out in Figure 9.
Access Rights

Description

Level 1 Rights

This level of rights gives access to timed train slots at the point of origin and destination.
They are often route specific.

Level 2 (Quantum)
Rights

Level 2 rights give access to a number of train slots between an origin and a destination.
Useful for freight services where there is week-to-week or seasonal variation in demand.

Spot Bids

Spot bids are available at shorter notice, providing access to available spare capacity on
the network. Start-up operations often start with spot bid rights and then progress to
Level 1 or 2 rights.
Figure 9: Track Access user rights
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3.
3.1.

NEW RAIL CONNECTED PROJECTS
Key Factors to Consider

This section of the report explores the factors to be considered by an EfW developer considering the potential
use of rail for some or all of the required Residual Waste supply to its project.
It is assumed that, rather than being dedicated to a single Residual LACW contract such as those identified in
Section 2 the project is “merchant” in nature – potentially involving more than one Residual Waste supplier, WTF
and with the contract duration shorter than existing Residual LACW projects.
Furthermore it is assumed, given the current market dynamics, that the project entails taking Residual Waste
from the South of England, to an EfW project in the North of England.
Figure 10 sets out the key issues for an EfW developer to consider when developing a potential rail freight
solution – with further detail in subsequent sections.
The main organisations engaged in the strategic formulation, regulation and operation of UK
rail network are set out in the Glossary. The Government is keen to promote the increased
use of rail freight both from an economic and environmental perspective (see Section 5.4).

UK Rail governance
and policy

Benefits of delivering
waste by rail

Rail freight offers potential commercial and environmental benefits if sufficient tonnages of
Residual Waste are transported over long distances. Key to realising the commercial benefits
is the need for rail operators to be able to achieve a high degree of asset utilisation (see
Section 5).
The potential environmental benefits of rail (see Section 4) may help project developers
achieve planning consent and may mean that rail transport is more resilient to future
Government environmental policy than road transport.
Self-evidently, potential suppliers of Residual Waste to an EfW will require access to one or
more rail served WTFs. The few existing rail linked WTFs either serve existing services or
have been left idle for some years.

Identifying suitable
rail linked WTF sites

Specialist support is therefore needed to identify potential sites and assess their suitability.

Means of
transportation by rail

Typically Residual Waste has been transported in 20’ ISO containers. There is the potential
for initiatives to increase payload to be explored including the use of 30' containers (which
also reduces handling costs) or higher cubed ISO containers. The final decision will influence
the specification of the WTS and the required size/frequency of trains.
The loading of trains using baled waste (not previously trialled in GB but used in Europe –
see Figure 13) could reduce the cost/complexity of container compaction equipment at rail
WTFs, as well as increase the number of potential locations for WTF on the network. See
Section 3.

Impact of limitations
to WTF and EfW rail
operations

If, for example planning restricts WTF or EfW waste acceptance or dispatch operations to
specific time slots, for example, 7am-7pm, then this is a material consideration in assessing
potential rail paths. This becomes more critical where train frequency is planned to be greater
than 3 per week and/or where circuit times are near or over 24 hours (see Section 3.5).

Routing
considerations

Routes loading gauge, services length and weight and rail path availability will impact the final
routing solution. Rail paths are also dependant on allowable running speeds and other users’
requirements, especially passenger services which are generally given priority. Overall these
will impact on transit time.

Overall train circuit
time

The train circuit time is made up of 3 main components; time required at the WTF, the transit
time on the network and the time required to unload at the EfW facility. Ideally, to achieve cost
effectiveness, a train circuit time should not exceed 24 hours.

Financial support
available

The potential availability of financial support for a modal switch from road to rail (see Section
5.4).

Economics

The economics of rail freight for Residual Waste are discussed in Section 5.
Figure 10: Key factors for developing new rail service for transport of Residual Waste
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3.2.

Network Developments

Many in the rail freight sector are hoping the expected impact of changed working patterns as a result of COVID19 will lead to a long term reduction in passenger numbers. Such a trend, on what pre-COVID-19 was a highly
congested network, particularly in and out of London, should result in an increase in the availability of rail paths
for freight. Clearly it is too soon to draw any firm conclusions.
The Government is investing heavily in increasing rail capacity in GB with a number of high profile schemes
including:


High Speed 2 (HS2) which will generate greater network capacity by reducing passenger
travel times and congestion and improving the connectivity between the North and the South
which for a number of years has been significantly constrained.



Further rail enhancements are being led by Transport for North (TfN) including upgrading
lines between Manchester and Liverpool, TransPennine services and increasing
electrification of the line from Hull to West Yorkshire.



Digitalisation of the UK Rail network, starting with East Coast Digitalisation Programme
(ECDP). The programme will remove line side signals to “in cab” controls and through
integrated train control and management systems its aim is to both increase safety as well
as capacity.

Figure 11 shows the core freight network routes in GB (in blue) and those corridors (in orange) where enhanced
investment is being prioritised to improve flows.

Figure 11: Core freight network and priorities corridors

Source: Network Rail, Freight Network Study
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3.3.

Waste Transfer Facilities

At the WTFs used in support of the three Residual LACW contracts in Figure 4, Residual Waste is accepted on
site and compacted into purpose-built 20’ steel containers in buildings located adjacent to a rail siding. The
containers then are sealed for transit and loaded onto wagons for collection. WTFs are no different from road
served transfer stations in that they require planning consent for waste management use as well as an
environmental permit regulating their operations.

Figure 12: Waste containers loaded to train and rail linked Waste Transfer Facility

In identifying a potential site for a new rail served container loading WTF considerations include:

3.4.



Availability of existing sidings (e.g. from prior industrial use) and/or the availability of
additional land required to facilitate full length trains. A number of existing WTF can only
service partial trains as they are length constrained – which adds to the complexity, time (a
20 wagon/60 container waste train should be able to be stripped and reloaded in 4 hours)
and cost of operations;



Availability of land for ancillary operations – e.g. container storage space;



The potential availability of rail paths from the proposed location to the destination EfW
facility;



The ease with which planning permission will be able to be secured. Potential sites which
are relatively close to the more significant sources of Residual Waste are likely to be also
close to housing etc;



Given site specifics, the investment needed in buildings, compaction equipment, loading
equipment – including the level of reinforcement needed to the loading area adjacent to the
rail sidings.

Means of Transportation

As noted previously rail movements of Residual Waste have traditionally been in 20’ ISO containers with inert
type wastes transported in open top rail wagons. Over the past decade the wider waste sector has become
increasing familiar with handling and transporting of baled waste, primarily for export to the EU, both by ship
and by truck.
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Figure 13 – Baled Residual Waste loaded into truck, ship and rail wagon

The movement of baled waste by rail, offers the potential of much greater flexibility than container transport
including;


Potentially removing the need for a dedicated rail linked WTF, with the baled waste being
able to be loaded at a number of existing rail terminals (subject to required environmental
permitting considerations);



Reducing the need for compaction and handling equipment required along the supply chain.
Many existing road served WTS have their own baling equipment – and so there is no need
for additional investment. Bale opening equipment is also relatively low cost;



Opportunity to improve the transport economics and backhaul opportunities by tying into the
wider flows of Residual Waste within and out of GB, with the potential, if required, to manage
future imports of Residual Waste;



Potential use of baled waste to attenuate waste flows during EfW outages, particularly where
both EfW bunker capacity and landfill availability may be limited.

As for any new operation, detailed further investigation would be required for any projects considering the
transport of baled waste by rail in order to establish project-specific issues – including the necessary processing
techniques and safety/environmental protocols needed during loading and unloading.

3.5.

Routing Considerations and Train Circuit Time

Once potential rail served WTF have been identified, developers need to work with a FOC to undertake a
detailed routing assessment. Factors to be considered include:


The lowest gauge clearance on potential routes from the WTF to the EfW facility. The
gauge clearance is the limiting factor for setting the whole service size for the train. Whilst
Network Rail has invested considerable money to increase gauge across the GB network
and so has reduced the likely adverse impact on any waste related services, especially with
20’ ISO containers, some “tight spots” are known to exist near to potential rail served EfWs;



The total tonnage of Residual Waste to be transported (in a year, month, week) and any
seasonal variations and/or stoppages due to planned maintenance activity at the EfW facility
etc;



General weekly availability of rail paths between the WTF and EfW facility;



Planning permission or other operational constraints (e.g. storage capacity) relating to
loading at WTFs and/or unloading at EfWs;



The expected overall circuit time. This is a function of the time required at the WTF, the
transit time on the network and the time required to unload at the EfW facility.

Figure 14 outlines a typical rail handling sequence at an EfW facility where containers are ‘tipped’ and reloaded
onto the same train.
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Some rail terminal operations may elect to have containers “decked”, i.e. put on the rail loading pad with empty
containers loaded onto the train for quick train turnaround. These procedures tend to increase handling costs
slightly due to the additional movements required but may be a cost efficient option if required to keep a train
circuit time below the ideal 24 hours maximum.
Internal Movement Vehicles (“IMV’s”) are used to transport containers from loading and unloading machinery to
the EfW tipping hall for waste to be tipped into the bunker.

Figure 14: Rail and Container movements at an EfW facility

Figure 15: Examples of Internal Movement Vehicles

At least one EfW facility is known to have a layout specifically arranged such that the rail sidings are integrated
with the EfW tipping hall, so that double handling and circuit times for rail operations are minimised.
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4.
4.1.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Current Benefit of Rail Freight

The rail industry generates less than 2.5% of total UK transport emissions and only about 0.6% of the UK’s total
emissions(2). According to the Government’s 2016 Rail Freight Strategy(3), rail freight reduces CO2 emissions by
up to 76% when compared with road transport. It is also acknowledged by Government(4) that rail freight is
beneficial from an air quality perspective with rail producing nearly 90% lower PM10 particulate emissions than
the road haulage equivalent and as much as 15 times less nitrogen oxide for the same tonne km.
There are additional indirect environmental benefits through reducing congestion - each freight train removes
up to 76 lorries from the roads, resulting in 1.6 billion fewer HGV kilometres every year.
An EfW facility accepting 150,000 tonnes of Residual Waste by rail would benefit from at least 20 fewer HGV
deliveries per day.

4.2.

Impact of the Decarbonisation Agenda

The UK rail network is made up of 31,000 km of track (including multiple lines), of which 16,000 km of the route
is open for trains to physically travel on. 6,000 km (38%) of the mainline railway route is now electrified, mainly
the rail lines which serve passenger operations and those that link key port facilities to inland terminals.
Freight trains in operation on the rail network are either electric or, more commonly, diesel-powered locomotives.
However almost all the bulk freight, including WTFs, are rarely linked to the electrified network meaning access
can only currently be gained via diesel traction.
In February 2018, the then Rail Minister called for the industry to remove “all diesel only trains off the track by
2040” and “produce a vision for how the rail industry will decarbonise.” This led to the forming of a Rail Industry
Decarbonisation Taskforce to explore the solutions in collaboration with the Rail Safety Standards Board.
To enable the shift towards rail freight materially reducing its emissions, industry changes will be needed. These
could include:


A further expansion of the rail network electrification program. Whilst electric
locomotives are likely to be the preferred choice over longer distances in practice traditional
freight services such as those needed for Residual Waste transport are materially heavier
than standard passenger and intermodal services, and notwithstanding electrification may
continue to require a higher horsepower than that which an electric engine can deliver;



Hybrid technologies - a DRS owned Class 88 loco has been developed by Stadler Rail which
offers a hybrid electro diesel specifically designed to mitigate the restrictions of end users’
facilities not being electrified;



Changing the design of future locomotives to include battery and hydrogen powered
locomotives;



Retrofitting cleaner fuel technology to the existing fleet of engines – for example DB
Cargo, has trialled a biofuel unit, which, once fully tested might provide a quick and relatively
cheap clean fuel solution.

To date there has been limited progress with the decarbonisation programme, and the FOCs are likely to be
strongly opposed to incurring greater operating costs unless there is some form of subsidy support or a “levelling
up” of road user charges so as to maintain price competitiveness from rail freight.
Critically, for an EfW operator, dependent on a significant supply of Residual Waste sourced from some
distance away, any such Government actions which impact on the economics of road vs rail (e.g. direct
road charging, subsidies to increase the use of rail etc) has the potential to materially influence the
overall competitiveness of the EfW. In this, it seems reasonable to assume that rail freight options are
likely to be more resilient to such changes than road transport.
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5.

5.1.

ECONOMICS

Drivers of Rail Freight Costs

The overall cost of a rail freight solution will be a function of capital costs associated with the development of a
WTF, any specific capital costs associated with the rail element of the supply chain (containers, cranes etc)
together with the operating costs at the WTF, EfW facility and for the actual rail movement.
In this the total tonnage of Residual Waste to be transported is arguably the most critical factor. Not only
does it drive per tonne cost for amortising capital costs, but has a material impact on per tonne operating costs
at WTF and the actual cost of movement by rail – specifically the number of train services required after factoring
in train lengths, gauge, distance and circuit times and payload per service. It is no coincidence that rail linked
WTFs typically handle in excess of 100ktpa of Residual Waste.
It is also worth noting that the number of containers needed will vary depending on the number of services per
week and the train circuit time. For example, a 3 train a week programme with a 16-hour circuit time would only
require one set of containers, whereas a 5/6 train a week program with a 24 hour circuit time would require 2 or
3 sets. The number of containers will also impact the land requirements for container storage at both the WTF
and EfW facility.
The variables which drive the costs incurred (and hence charged) by the FOCs for rail transport (rolling stock,
staff etc) aspects are set out in Figure 16. The duration of the contract with the FOC will impact the price – with
longer terms preferred (subject to suitable price escalation arrangements – see Section 6). FOC costs relate
solely for the rail movement and do not include either WTF costs nor the costs associated with container
provision and maintenance.
Factor

Weighting

Description

Locomotive

20-30%

Locomotives represent a ‘fixed cost’ for the FOC, if circuit times do not require a
dedicated locomotive, costs can be apportioned on a utilisation basis.

Wagons

10-20%

Wagons also represent a fixed cost and are generally fully allocated to one
customer or flow, depending on the frequency of services.

Drivers &
Ground staff

25-35%

The cost of staff is generated by the number of train diagrams and driver hours
required to complete the train circuit, including loading and transit time.

Fuel

15-25%

Fuel is a variable cost and generally modelled based on the mileage and efficiency
of the locomotive.

Track Access

10-15%

Track access is a variable cost and is set by the Office of Rail and Road (“ORR”)
and is calculated by the weight of the locomotive, wagons and payload multiplied
by the distance travelled, multiplied by the pre-set price.

Other Costs &
Overheads

20-30%

Safety arrangements, train planning and control, engineering, finance, IT and
Management, etc.
Figure 16: Pricing variables for rail movement costs

5.2.

Estimated Rail Freight Costs: Containerised Solution

Figure 17 provides indicative capital and operating costs based on a variety of projects in Great Britain.
Whilst over longer distances the actual direct per tonne cost charged by the FOC associated with moving
Residual Waste by rail is often very competitive when compared with road haulage, the challenge is often the
need to invest in substantial assets associated with a purpose built WTF and associated rail specific assets.
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Category
Waste Transfer
Facility

Plant and Equipment

Rail movements

Description

Capital Cost

Operating Cost

Buildings, compactor
equipment, weighbridges, and
rail sidings / signalling

Tolvik is aware of schemes
costing £15-£30m

Typical Operating
Costs in the region
of £15-£30/t

Cranes, rail boxes and other
mobile plant

Assuming 3 sets of rail
containers plus necessary
cranes, capital costs can
be c£2-£4.5m

c£5-£10/t

Loco hire, rail wagons,
operational resource all
provided by the FOC

Usually leased / included in
FOC arrangements

c£5-£15k per train
movement, £5-£10/t

Total

£25 - £50/t
Figure 17: Indicative capital and operating costs

It is the project specific nature of rail transport which results in the wide range in per tonne cost estimates.

5.3.

Improving Rail Economics

For conventional containerised solutions, the key to achieving an economical cost for moving Residual Waste
by rail is the ability of the EfW operator to commit to using rail for a distribution of Residual Waste which (a)
maximises the design capacity of the system (b) ensures regular demand for trains always with full payloads
and (c) is such that the circuit time is no more than 24 hours.
This model is based upon a FOC allocating locomotive, wagon and container resources to one customer, to
transport waste from a WTF to an EfW facility. As with many other rail traffic models, this approach results in a
high degree of under-utilised assets, as manifested by empty return legs.
Recognising this Network Rail has just procured new wagons with the potential to offer a modular approach,
allowing a variety of goods with different characteristics to be transported using one main wagon chassis and
different bodies.

Figure 18: New modular wagons sourced by Network Rail

Source: Wascosa

Subject to the usual caveat of not using the same assets for wastes and non-waste products due to
contamination risks, these new wagon configurations may offer opportunities for:


Allowing outbound return movement of Incinerator Bottom Ash, to offtakers who have
recycling plants with access to rail linked sites;



Baled and Compacted Residual Waste to be delivered on a single train, increasing the
potential scope of WTFs which can be used (and hence sources of Residual Waste);
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5.4.



Asset sharing between FOC customers thereby reducing the amount of wagon specific cost
charged by the FOC;



Increased ability to remove any gauge restrictions, by designing out limitations through
specific modular design.

Government support for freight schemes

Historically the Department for Transport (“DfT”) provided financial start-up support, either for capital or revenue
elements, for qualifying rail freight projects. The capital grants available were known as Freight Facilities Grants
(“FFG”) and the revenue support scheme referred to as the Mode Shift Revenue Support (“MSRS”). Grants were
based on the quantified environmental benefits of the rail freight services compared to any additional costs over
an equivalent road-based alternative. Whilst the devolved Welsh and Scottish administrations retain similar grant
schemes, the DfT no longer provides capital grants, but does continue to support the MSRS.
The MSRS funding is focussed towards moving intermodal and domestic containerised goods from road to rail.
Some other commodities have received funding where the value for money hurdle metrics have been met.
The MSRS grant has been approved by the European Commission to operate until 31 March 2025. Any offer of
grant made will therefore be limited by this date. Individual contracts issued will provide support for a maximum
of three years at any one time. It is not known if waste by rail schemes have previously or currently qualify for
MSRS grants.
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6.
6.1.

CONTRACTUAL
The Rail Haulage Contract

The rail haulage contract covers the legal agreement between the FOC and its customer. The commercial terms
and conditions usually included in such agreements typically include:

6.2.



Minimum Annual Tonnages or Payments (MAT/MAP) over a period of time usually with a
one year maximum;



The cost per tonne or cost per train, broken down into cost elements with each element
having a weighting;



A fuel cost adjustment clause to balances out any increases or decreases in fuel costs;



Track Access Charge (“TAC”) adjustment clause – as the charges are set by the regulator
in a 5-year control period, TAC can be planned with some accuracy and are usually indexed
each year at April in line with CPI;



Indexation arrangements for other factors, usually to RPI;



Performance targets and hurdles to incentivise the FOCs not to rely on a contractual
indexation to automatically deliver annual price increases.

The FOCs

The 5 main FOC operating in the UK are Colas Rail, DB Cargo UK (DBC), Direct Rail Services (DRS),
Freightliner and GB Railfreight (GBRf). These companies have a variety of UK and overseas ownership
structures which have evolved since rail privatisation.

Figure 17: Freight Operating Companies, million kms Source: ORR

DBC, Freightliner and GBRf are the three largest FOCs with significant experience in all types of waste
movements by rail. DRS are the sole operator of nuclear waste services by rail.
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APPENDIX 1: GLOSSARY
Bn tonne kms

GB Rail data is usually measured in billion tonne kilometers

C&I

Commercial and Industrial Waste

Circuit Time

The total time required for loading the wagons at WTF, travel times set out by the rail path,
unloading time at the EfW facility and repositioning move of assets back to WTF set out by a
secondary rail path.

DfT

The Department for Transport (DfT) is wholly responsible for the rail network, setting the strategic
direction, in England but has recently devolved some powers to Transport for Wales and a far
greater amount of power rests with Transport Scotland.

EfW(s)

Energy from Waste (facilities)

FOC

Freight Operating Company

kt(pa)

‘000s tonnes (per annum)

Loading Gauge

Loading gauge sets out the maximum permitted height and width for locomotive and loaded
wagons, to allow safe passage along track, accounting for bridges, trackside buildings and
structures.

LACW

Local Authority Collected Waste

Mt(pa)

Million tonnes (per annum)

Network Rail

Network Rail (NR) is the owner and infrastructure manager of the majority of the railway in Great
Britain. It is an arm’s length public body of the Department for Transport (DfT) with no
shareholders and reinvests income in the railways. Network Rail is measured against a five-year
budgetary pre-defined reporting timeline known as a Control Period (CP). CP 6 runs from 1st
April 2019 to 31st March 2024. Network Rail receives grant funding from Department for
Transport (DfT) and Transport Scotland. TOCs and FOCs contribute Access Charges.

ORR

The Office of Rail and Road (ORR) is the combined economic and health and safety regulator
for Great Britain’s rail network and the regulatory body for railway services in Northern Ireland. It
is an independent body and covers all infrastructure owned by NR and HS1, which it holds to
account, ensuring the rail industry is competitive and fair.
The ORR undertakes a Periodic Review (PR), consulting key stakeholders on matters such as
NR past performance, proposals and recommendations for the next period relating to NR
performance, incentives, and performance monitoring. It also proposes what the new TAC should
be to be levied against rail users.

Rail path

The planned timing and route of a train on the network rail infrastructure.

TAC

Track Access Charges are derived from a cost per unit measure based on a Thousand Gross
Tonne Mile metric. Weight and distance are deemed, economically, as the fairest metric to
determine rail usage impact.

WTF / WTS

Waste Transfer Facility or Waste Transfer Station, connected to rail sidings

APPENDIX 2: DATA SOURCES
(1)

Building Back Better…Trading and Sustainability Briefing - 9 September 2020
https://www.biffa.co.uk/investors/news/results-and-reports

(2)

https://www.rssb.co.uk/en/research-and-technology/sustainability/decarbonisation/Decarbonisationour-final-report-to-the-Rail-Minister

(3)

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/552
492/rail-freight-strategy.pdf

(4)

National Policy Statement for National Networks (publishing.service.gov.uk)
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